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       "The most amazing
 dive of my life!"        


 
      
Bahamas Shark Diving Packages
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Oceanic Whitetip Shark Diving @ Cat Island


May - June
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Tiger Beach Bahamas Shark Diving


October - June
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Great Hammerhead Shark Diving @ Bimini


January - April











Specialty Courses
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Tiger Shark Behavior & Interaction Course
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CME Course for Medical Professionals
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 Bahamas Shark Diving
 Have you ever thought about going shark diving?  Shark Diving can be one of the most thrilling experiences people have underwater.  Bahamas Shark Diving offers some of the greatest up close encounters with key shark species.
 Epic Diving offers dedicated Bahamas shark diving expeditions with a number of key shark species. From the ubiquitous reef shark, the larger-than-life tiger shark, to the ultra rare oceanic whitetip shark and great hammerhead shark, these trips offer nonstop heart-pounding excitement. 
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   M/V Thresher
  Our dive boat, M/V Thresher, moves between islands for the best shark diving encounters with the different species during their peak seasons.
 
 

 



 

 
 Shark Diving Seasons
 Our Bahamas Shark Diving starts off the year in Bimini where divers have the opportunity to dive with the Great Hammerhead sharks, a rare and generally shy species. In addition to shark diving with hammerheads, divers will often encounter bull sharks and nurse sharks.  There are also locations to find stingray and dolphin.
 In March, Thresher moves to Cat Island for more Bahamas Shark Diving. The area is now world renowned for it’s incredible Oceanic Whitetip Shark diving. While diving with this pelagic shark species, guests will often see silky sharks and dusky sharks, with possible blue marlin encounters.  Drifting in the deep blue water always offers surprises.  Blue sharks, mobula rays, tiger sharks and great hammerheads are all possible encounters.  During the summer months, we return to Bimini for our Wild Dolphin Expeditions.  Here, guests will encounter Atlantic Spotted and Bottlenose Dolphin.
 Epic Diving spends the remainder of the year on the West End of Grand Bahama Island at the world famous Tiger Beach Bahamas.  Diving with tiger sharks, reef sharks, and lemon sharks are the norm.  There are also chances to see great hammerhead sharks and bull sharks.  These encounters continue to get better year after year!  There’s a good chance you’ll see up to 6 species of sharks on a single dive at Tiger Beach.
 All of our shark diving is done in clear, warm water.  Dive depths range from 20 feet up to 50 – 60 feet on some of the deeper reefs.  We generally expect good visibility on our Bahamas Shark Diving expeditions.  The water temperatures range from 76 degrees F to 82 degrees F.  So contact Epic Diving today, plan your next shark diving trip, pack your gear and join us for some amazing underwater encounters.
  

This was, by far, our best experience with these magnificent animals
























Thank you for introducing us to Cat Island’s Oceanic White Tip Sharks. We visited Cat Island with Epic Diving in May 2012. Although we’ve seen oceanic white-tip sharks a few times in the past, this was, by far, our best experience with these magnificent animals. Visits by silky sharks and a spectacular blue marlin were major bonuses. Your professionalism, knowledge and skills helped to make our time on Cat Island a memorable Adventure, and it was great getting to know Debra and Vinnie and the team at Epic Diving.

Howard & Michelle Hall



 

A rare present










Being able to dive in clear, blue, oceanic water like this is always a treat, but being able to dive in this oceanic water with oceanic whitetip sharks (not to mention a blue marlin and silky sharks) was a rare present.

Norbert Wu



 

Epic Diving provided me one of the best shark dives of my life.










Epic Diving provided me one of the best shark dives of my life. Very good and comfortable boat, friendly and experienced crew and lots, lots of oceanic white tips. The island is beautiful and we had unforgettable time there!!! Thank you very much! Everybody should try it, worth it for sure!

Daniel Botelho



 

Needless to say, I’ll be back!










Epic diving will provide the ultimate shark encounters with safety. I’ve been on multiple trips with owner/operators Debra and Vincent for tiger sharks, great hammerheads and oceanic white tips. Their experience and track record speak volumes; but the ultimate is to see them interact with the sharks. You can feel the love and respect they have for these amazing and beautiful creatures of the sea. This is obvious in how the sharks interact with them as well. I’m an underwater photographer so I appreciate his and can see it in my images. Needless to say, I will be back!

Theresa G.



 

Ultimate experience










This was my first and definitely not last trip to see sharks with Epic Diving. Spent six fantastic days with Debra and Vincent enjoying a great company of tiger sharks in Grand Bahama and great hammerheads in Bimini. Epic Diving provides the ultimate experience one will never forget. They are the best operator in the area, very competent and reliable. They are the best at ensuring divers’ safety underwater and taking good care of sharks. The boat is very comfortable and spacious. I think we all appreciated bean bags on the way back after a few hours in the water. 😉 I will definitely recommend Epic Diving to anyone interested in diving with big apex predators and as I said this is definitely not my last trip with this great team!

Nadya K.



 

Truly a life-changing experience










I would highly recommend the Tiger Shark expedition with Epic Diving to any diver who wants to get up close and personal with these beautiful and amazing sharks; it was truly a life-changing experience!

Amanda F.
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Where have all the Great Hammerheads Gone?
Epic DivingAug 29, 2023
Read More
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Tiger Shark Teeth – Unique Among Sharks
Aug 22, 2023
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Tiger Beach Bahamas – Where is the best Shark Dive on Earth
Aug 15, 2023
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Day Trips to Tiger Beach Bahamas: Shark Diving Experience
We are often asked if we offer day trips to tiger beach. The answer is yes! In fact, all we offer are shark diving day trips. We do not operate a live aboard dive boat at all. In all three…
 
Read More
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Shark Senses – How Do Sharks Hunt Their Prey?
Perfectly evolved over 500 million years and surviving 5 mass extinction events, sharks are true super predators. So how do they do it? What senses come in to play as sharks hone in on their prey? Here’s a quick look…
 
Read More
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Tiger Beach Bahamas – 5 Common Shark Diving Mistakes
There’s no better place on earth for tiger shark diving than at Tiger Beach in the Bahamas. It is the longest and most established tiger shark diving hotspot available and divers have been traveling there for 2 decades. While the…
 
Read More
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Shark Vision: Do Sharks have Good Eyesight?
Here’s the next segment on our Shark Senses Series.  If you missed the first article, click here.  Shark vision has always seemed to be a bit of a mystery. We often hear about the mistaken identity argument related to shark-human…
 
Read More
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Dive Tiger Beach: Best of Bahamas Shark Diving
Perhaps no more thrilling adventure awaits a diver.  A dive with tiger sharks in the crystal clear, warm waters of the Bahamas is unforgettable. Epic Diving runs daily tours out to the world famous Tiger Beach during the tiger shark…
 
Read More
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Tiger Beach Bahamas – Diving in the Peak Season
To say this season has been one of the best yet is a bit of an understatement. Tiger Beach has consistently been getting better and better and we have enjoyed every minute of it! We have been averaging 5 species…
 
Read More
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Bahamas Shark Diving Capital of the World
There are a few locations that come to mind when looking for the best shark diving hotspots on this blue planet. Cocos, Galapagos, South Africa, Fiji, Australia, and Mexico all have some amazing shark dives. But there’s no denying that…
 
Read More
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Photographing Sharks – Bahamas Shark Diving Tips
Photographing Sharks All of our shark diving expeditions are done in warm, calm, crystal clear water and offer incredible opportunities for the underwater photographer. Whether you’ll be diving with an action camera, point and shoot, or a full DSLR rig…
 
Read More
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 Get started on your life-changing adventure today. Join Epic Diving for the best Bahamas Shark Diving. Visit the world-famous Tiger Beach Bahamas, dive with Great Hammerhead sharks, or drift in the blue with Oceanic Whitetips! Contact US TIGER BEACH Oceanic Whitetips Great Hammerheads [image: epic tiger shark diving expeditions] 
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